My CAD project is a reproduction of an existing product, of the Apple Company.

Figure 1: This picture was used as a reference, for creating my CAD project.
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https://www.google.com/search?q=iphone+5s&source=lnms&tbnm=isch&sa=X&ei=pBamUoGYHezLsQS5-IG4BQ&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1280&bih=904#imgdii=
I picked to create this object, because I really like this phone and I enjoy buying this company’s products and I have a huge trust in it. The most difficult part of this project was doing the side buttons of the phone which took me so long time compared to other features. This project has a great relation with my college major and personal experience, since my major is architecture and this project lets me to think and imagine widely of different designs that popped of my head while I was creating the product. Furthermore the project is related to my personal experience in using this company’s product, since its user friendly device and I really enjoy using it without difficulties and it’s preferred to me among all other phones. Doing this project taught me several things, such as I became professional in using the CAD program, and I got new ideas of creating new cellphone designs. The most interesting part of this project was creating the phone’s camera and side buttons.
Figure 3: Shows a top, front, right, and isometric views of the iPhone, and the measurements that I used in creating the iPhone.